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1. INTR~D~CTI~N 
A question of Kadison [S] asks whether or not every bounded homo- 
morphism from a C*-algebra into the algebra of operators on a Hilbert 
space, L(H), is similar to a *-homomorphism. Hadwin [2] has shown that 
a bounded unital homomorphism from a C*-algebra into L(H) is similar 
to a *-homomorphism if and only if the homomorphism belongs to the 
span of the completely positive maps. Wittstock [lo] and Paulsen [6] 
proved that the span of the completely positive maps from a C*-algebra 
into an injective C*-algebra is identical with the set of completely bounded 
maps. Together these two results prove that a bounded unital homo- 
morphism from a C*-algebra into L(H) is similar to a *-homomorphism 
if and only if it is completely bounded. Recently, Paulsen [7] proved that 
a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space is similar to a contraction if 
and only if it is completely polynomially bounded. This gives a partial 
answer to problem 6 of [3]. Therefore, the set of completely bounded maps 
between C*-algebras has been shown to play an important role in the 
study of several problems in C*-algebras and operator theory. 
2. COMPLETELY BOUNDED MAPS 
Let A and B be C*-algebras. By a subspace of A we mean a (not 
necessarily closed) complex linear subspace. Let M, denote the C*-algebra 
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of complex n x n matrices. If 9 is a subspace of A and L: dp -+ B is a linear 
map, then we set L,=LQI,: 9’OM,,+B@M, by 
L,(a@b)= L(a)Ob. 
The map L is positive if L(a) > 0 whenever a E 9 and a 2 0. The map L is 
completely positive if L, is positive for all n = 1, 2, . . . . L is completely 
bounded if sup IlLJ is finite, and we let 
” 
IILllch = sup IILII~ 
If IILljcb < 1, then L is called a complete contraction (or completely 
contactive). If 9 G A is a linear subspace with Y = 9’* and L: 9’ + B is 
linear, then we define a linear map L* : 3 + B by 
L*(a) = L(a*)*. 
Let Re(L): 9 + B and Im(L): 9 -+ B be defined by 
Re(L)=i(L+L*) 
and 
Im(L)=&(L-L*) 
so that 
L = Re(L) + i Im(L) 
with Re( L)* = Re( L), Im( L)* = Im( L), and Im( L) = Re( - iL). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A *-representation n of a C*-algebra A is a 
*-homomorphism of A into the C*-algebra L(H) of all bounded operators 
on some Hilbert space H. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let L: A + L(H) be 
linear. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) L is a complete contraction, 
(2) there exist a Hilbert space K, isometries Vi: H -+ K, for i= 1,2, 
and a unital *-representation ii: A -+ L(K), such that L(a) = V:ir(a) V,, and 
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(3) there exist a Hilbert space M, an isometry V: H -+ M, a 
contraction T: M + V(H), and a unital *-representation 7t: A -+ L(M) with 
M= span n(A) VH, such that L(a) = V* Tn(a) V. 
Proof By [6, Theorem 2.71, we know that (1) implies (2) is true. So 
suppose that (2) is true. Let M= span ii(A) V, H, so that K= MO M’. As 
M and M1 are reducing subspace for Z(A), we may let z,, x2 be the 
restrictions of E to M and Ml, respectively. Observe that V, : H + M. Let 
P, : K -+ M be the orthogonal projection, then 
P,W E it(A)’ 
and 
L(A)[ = VT V2 V:g(a) V2i = V? V, V:(nl 0 7-c2)(a) Vz[ 
= V,* VZ V:P,7c,(a) V21 = VT VZ V: lM7r,(a) V2L 
for all aeA and [EH. 
Let k, EM, k, E M, and we have that 
~(Z,)(k,OK,)=~r,(lA)k,On,(l,)k,=k,Ok,. 
Therefore, rc,: A -+ L(M) is a unital *-representation. Set rc, = rr, V, = V, 
and T= V,V:I,+,, then 
L(a) = V* TX(a) V 
and 
M = span E(A) VI H = span rc( A) VH. 
Thus (3) is true. Suppose that (3) is true, let (a,) E A @M,, then 
IILn((aii))ll = Il(V*T~(ao) VIII 
= ( C...~~(:..:ji~(a~i))( XL) 
d II V/I2 IITII IId II(a d ll(aji)ll 
for all positive integers n 3 1. Hence ( 1) holds true. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let L: A + L(H) be 
a nonzero completely bounded map. Then there exist a Hilbert space M, an 
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isometry V: H + M, a bounded linear operator T: M -+ M, and a unital 
*-representation II : A + L(M) with M = span n(A) VH, such that 
L(a) = V* TX(a) V h,ith /ITI/ = llLllch. 
Pro@ Consider L/ 11 L (1 c,h. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let L: A + L(H) be 
a completely bounded map. Hadwin [Z] defines 
j(L) = inf{ 11 V/l )I Wll : L(a) = Vx(a) W, for some *-representation rc of A}. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let L: A + L(H) be 
a completely bounded map. Then )I LII ch = fl( L). 
Proqf If L(a) = V, x(a) V, for some *-representation 7-r of A, then 
6 II VIII II V2ll ll(a~i)ll~ for all positive integers n >, 1. 
Hence 11 L(I,., d b(L). On the other hand, by Corollary 2.3, there exist a 
Hilbert space M, an isometry 8: H -+ M, a bounded linear operator 
T: M + M, and a unital *-representation ii: : A + L(M), such that 
L(a) = t* Tit(a) B with II Tll = IMch. 
Thus II r*Tll II PII d IITII = llUcb, hence B(L) < llLllch. 
Remark 2.6. We can use Corollary 2.5 to prove that Hadwin’s conjecture 
II [2] is true. Since by [8, Theorem 2.101, we know that I/ L,,II = I/ Lll(.,,. 
Hence b(L) = (IL,(l. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra, let H be a Hilhert space, and let 
F: A + L(H) be a complete contraction. Then the map L: A @ A @ . . . 0 A -+ 
L(H@ H@ . . . 0 H) (n copies of A and H) defined by 
(aI, a2, -., a,) + 
is a non-unital complete contraction. 
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Proof Let (a,, a2, . . . . a,) E A 0 A 0 . . @A with II (a,, u2, . . . . a,,)11 =
Ilqlj, for 1 <jdn. Then 
IIU~,, 4, . ..> 4 = 
i 
F(a, I* - . . . ,/;r 
0 
0 
= i$, n~i):F(ui)~~“z~(~i~l I/al,l’)i’*< IlUjll 
!I 
= ll(u,, a,, ...Y GIlI’ 
Let m be a positive integer. We know that (A 0 A 0 ... @A) 0 AI, is 
isomorphic to (A @I M,) @ -. . @(A@M,) (n copies of A and ABM,). 
Thus we can identify them. Under this identification we observe that the 
map 
L,: (A@A@ ... @A)@M,-*M,(L(H))@M,. 
Let O,E A 0 M,, for i = 1, 2, ,.., n. Then 
G llF,n(o~)O ... OFm(o,)ll G Il0,0020 ... Oonll. 
Hence 
llLll G 13 for all m3 1. 
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Remark 2.8. Put A = C and H= C in the above lemma. Then the map 
L: C@C@ ... @C+M, defined by 
L(A,@&@ ‘.’ @A,)= 
is a complete contraction. 
‘1, ()...o 
& 
EXAMPLE 2.9. This is an example of Theorem 2.2. From the above 
lemma, we know that the map L: CO C + M, defined by 
is a complete contraction. If we define isometries by 
v, = 
‘1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
,o 1 
and a unital *-representation 7~: C@ C + M, by 
then L(1, 0 A,) = V:n(l, @ il,)V,, 11 V2 VT 11 = IILII,., = 1, and 
span z( CO C) V, C* = C4. 
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3. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE FOR REPRESENTATIONS OF 
COMPLETELY BOUNDED MAPS 
Let A be a unital C*-algebra, let H be a Hilbert space, and let 4 be a 
completely positive linear map of A into Z,(H). By Stinespring’s theorem [9], 
we know that 4 has a representation V*rt( .) V, where z is a *-representation 
of A on some Hilbert space K and V is a bounded linear operator from H 
to K. By [ 11, we know that the triple (71, V, K) is minimal under the condi- 
tion span n(A) VH = K. That is, if (rc’, V’, K’) is another triple for 4 with 
span n’(A) V’H = K’, then there exists a unitary U: K+ K’, such that 
n’(a) = &c(a) u* and uv= V’. 
Hence the two representations for 4 are unitarily equivalent. In this section 
we attempt to develop some uniqueness criteria for the representations of 
completely bounded maps presented in the previous section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A he u C*-algebra and let L : A + L(H) he a completely 
bounded map. Let L(a) = V:z(a) V2 and span x(A) ViH = M, for i = 1,2, 
where Vi are bounded operators qf H into a Hilhert space K and 7c is a 
*-representation of A into L(K). Then M, + M2 = K iJ‘ and only if the map 
$:A@M,-,L(H@H) 
dejiked by 
is a minimal completely positive map. 
Proof: If M, + M2 = K, by the definition of II/, we know that 
and hence $ is a completely positive map. Set 
then ii is a * -representation. 
We claim that 
(H@H)=K@K. 
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Let h,, h2 E H. We have that 
:((I J)( ;’ 9,) (h,Ohz) 
Hence 
Let (Cin(Ui)V~hi + Cjn(b,)V,Cj) @ (Ckr(Ck)v/lrk + C,~(d,)Vz~/) E 
(M, + M2) 0 (M, + M2). Since 
and 
(r, A)( 7 i2) (h@h)=O@7r(u)V2h 
are in it(A @M,)( “,’ ,!?>)(H@ H) and 
(. C7((U;)V,h;+C~(b,)V,ij C71(Ck)VL~k+Cn(d,)V,t, i k / 
=C(~(U;)V,~;OO)+C(~(~,)V,~~OO)+C(OO~(C~)'I'X) 
I J k 
+ c (0 0 44) v, Cl), 
we have that 
(Ml +MdCD(M, +M,)=span n(AOM,) (- x (“;’ ;)KW). 
Hence 
(HOH)=(M,+M,)O(M,+M,) 
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Conversely, since 
(HOH)=M,+M*OM,+M,=KOK, 
we have that 
M,+M2=K. 
Remark 3.2. In the above lemma, if V:TC( .) VI or V,*n( .) V, is 
minimal, then $ is minimal. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let A be a C*-algebra and let L: A --f L(H) be a 
completely bounded map. We say that (z, V, , V,, K) is a minimal represen- 
tation of L, provided there exist bounded operators Vi of H into a Hilbert 
space K for i = 1, 2, and a unital *-representation of A into L(K), such that 
L(a) = V:z(a) V, and span z(A) VI H+span rr(A) V2H= K. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a unital C”-algebra and let L: A + L(H) be a 
completely bounded map. Zf (z,, V,, V,, K) and (7c2, Vi, Vi, K’) of L are 
minimal, then V:n,(a) V, = V:‘z,(a) Vi and V:z,(a) V, = V;*n,(a) Vi if 
and only if there exists a unitary U: K --) K’, such that 
uv, = v;, uv, = v;, and Un,(a) U* = 7z2(a). 
Proof If the necessary part is true, then the sufficient part is obvious. 
Now, if the sufficient part is true, let the map $: A @ M2 -+ L(H@ H) be 
defined by 
q: i))=( 
VFnl(a) VI V1*nl(b) V2 
V,*nn,(c) J’, V:n,(d) V2 
Since 
and 
span n,(A) Vi H + span n,(A) Vi H = K’, 
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by Lemma 3.1, we know that 
(“0’ i,)” (::[:I ::l:i)( “0’ ;J 
and 
are minimal completely positive maps. By [ 11, there exists a unitary 
0: KeK+ K’oK’, 
and 
( 
n2C.J n2C.J 
> ( 
= gj Xl(.) n1t.l 
> 8*. x2(.) %(.I Zll.1 Zl(.) 
Let kEKand @k@O)=k’,@k;, then 
k;@k;=Zi (k@O)=a(‘$) ;)(k@O) 
=(“‘b”’ ;) o(K@O)=(t’ ;) 8(k@O) 
(k;@k;)=k;@O. 
Hence 8(K @ 0) c K’ @ 0. Similarly, I(0 0 K) c 0 @ K’. Thus there exist 
unitaries Ui: K + K’ for i = 1,2, such that 
8% ok,)= U,(k,)O U,(k,) for k,,k2eK. 
We may write 
Ul 0 u= 0 l-J2’ -( > 
409:154!1-IS 
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we have that 
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nz(a) = u, n,(a) u: 
Set U, = U, then 
and u, = u,. 
Thus 
uv, = v;, uv, = v;, and n2(a) = lb,(a) u*. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. This example shows that the condition V,*TZ,(U) V, = 
V;*n,(a) Vi in Theorem 3.4 is necessary. Let L: C@ C + L(C’) be the 
linear map defined by 
We can find isometries 
0 
and the unital *-representation 7~: CO C + L(C4) defined by 
such that 
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Note that 
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11 0 
v:(~,On,)v,= o 
( ) 
~ = v;*7@1@1L*)v; 
2 
and 
V2*71(/l, @A,) v* = l 
I,+& 
2 
0 
J,+l2 0 - 
2 1 
A,+12 o 
#v;*7c(l,@A,)v;= 
2 
i ‘I 
21,+I, . 
0 ~ 
3 
It is easy to see that (rc, V,, V2, C”) and (n, Vi, Vi, C”) are minimal 
representations of L. But we cannot get a unitary U, such that 
uv, = v;, uv, = v;, and UlT=nU. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let H and M be Hilbert spaces, let V: H + M be an 
isometry, and let T: M+ V(H) be a contraction. Then there exist a Hilbert 
space K containing M, an isometry V, : H + K, such that 
T= VV:l,,,, with IITII = IIWMII 
Proof: Set T,, = V* T, so that T = VT,. Since T is a contraction, by [4], 
there exist a Hilbert space K containing M, a unitary dilation U: K+ K of 
T, and an orthogonal projection P,: K + M, such that 
VT,, P, = P, UP,. 
Let V’ : H -+ V’(H) be the unitary defined by V’h = Vh for h E H. Let 
m E M, and we compute 
VT%(V) U(m)=(V’)-‘P R(Y$‘MUPMU(m)= (V’)-lPRcYJ VToPM(m) 
= (V’)-’ VT,,(m) = T,,(m). 
Hence (V’)-‘PRC,,)UIM= TO. 
Let h E H and S = ( V’) - ’ P,, v) U, and we compute 
(S*h, S*h) = ((V’)-‘*h, (V’-‘*h) = Ilhl12. 
Hence S* is an isometry. 
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Let V,=S*, then v:IM=(V’)-lPR(Y)UIM=To. Thus T= VVyl,. 
Since TO= V*T, we have that lITOIl = IIV:IM(I < lITI/. Hence (IT11 = 
II VIMII. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let A be a C*-algebra and let L: A -+ L(H) be a 
completely bounded map. We say that (z, V, T, K) is a minimal isometric 
representation of L, provided there exist an isometry V of H into a Hilbert 
space K, a bounded linear operator T of K into VH with 11 TII = ilLil.br and 
a unital * -representation 7~ of A into L(K) with span n(A) VH= K, such 
that 
L(a) = V* TX(a) V. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A be a C*-algebra and let L: A + L(H) be a 
completely bounded map. If (z, V, T, M) and (&, V’, T’, M’) are minimal 
isometric representations of L, then there exists a unitary U: M + M’, such 
that 
UT/= V’, Uz(a) U* = 71’(a), and UTU* = T’, 
ifand only if V*n(a) V= V’*z’(a) V’. 
Proof: If the sufficient part is true, then the necessary part is obvious. 
Now, if the necessary part is true then since I/*71(a) V= V’*z’(a) V’ is a 
minimal completely positive map, by [ 11, there exists a unitary U: A4 + M’ 
such that 
UT/= V’ and U77(a) U* = 71’(a). 
We observe that T is a boundJ operator of M into VH, by Lemma 3.6, 
and that there exists a Hilbert space K containing M, an isometry 
V, : H + K, such that 
T= IILII., VVIE1.w. 
Similarly, T’ = 1) L II cb V’ V’,* I,,,,. Thus 
L(a)= V’*T’z’(a)V’=(UV)*llLllrb(UV)V;*IM(Uz(a)U*)(UV) 
=llLllrbV;*lM,U~(a)V= IlLlIcbV~lM4a)V. 
Hence I/;*/,. U = V:lM. So we have that 
T’= IILlicbVIV;*IM,=(UV)IILllcbV:IM’= UIILII.,VV:IMU*= UTU*. 
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